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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of The Problem
All people know English is an International language and is very important.
However, many people can not speak English very well although have studying
from the fourth year of elementary school until senior high school and even there
is study until the university, but they still difficult to understand and speak
English.
English has the rules of language or grammar and grammar is very important
to study for the students in Indonesia especially about tenses. This is because with
studying tenses the structures of our speaking is never wrong. Tenses is also the
basic of grammar with studying grammar, especially studying about tenses our
translation will be right too. However, now many students hate this subject
“because they feel that studying grammar is the same as studying mathematics,
physics, and others which refer to any formula”.  (Priajana, 2009:67).
Khotimah (2005), Novita (2010), Ulpah (2010), studied some techniques in
teaching grammar. The technique to teaching and method of teaching have been
explored by some researchers.
Khotimah (2005), researched the effectiveness teaching and learning grammar
through communication language teaching (CLT). In her thesis “in learning
English grammar the students often fail in their study fail to communicate it either
with their class mates or the other students” (Khotimah: iii). This is because the
teaching and learning English especially study grammar was boring and
uninteresting for students. The fact that the students need to study grammar
because with studying grammar the students can understand, can know when they
use of tenses and they not fail to communicate their ideas either with their
classmates. For that goal, she used (CLT) or Communicative Language Teaching,
she said with this method, it is “hoped to be more effective than be the method
which use generally” (Khotimah,2005:5).
After the data has been analyzed the writer has conclude that the problem
faced by the students are: the material of grammar is difficult to be understood
(47,64%), the time of teaching and learning English is not interesting (47,60), the
students’ opinion in learning grammar is that the communicative language
teaching is good used in the classroom (50,00%), and the result of students’
grammatical achievement are the result of the simple past tense is 70,2 the result
of the present simple tense is 70,9. Its means that the students grammatical
achievement is good. (in Abstract Khotimah,2005).
But I think if the teacher teach with use this method for to improvement
student’s communicate it is good but if the teacher teach grammar especially
tenses with use this method can make boring and just some students can
understand with this method. Because teaching of grammar with this method can
not effective and misunderstanding, in this year this method makes boring and
difficult to understand  as Puspitasari (2011:173) states that “these teacher argue
that the teaching of grammar can only be effective if grammar is presented through
repetition and rote rills can make misunderstanding if teaching using CLT”. I think
the teacher should use game for teaching an learning grammar can be very
attractive, interactive, fun and make the students do not feel bored.
Novita (2010), studied The effect of English songs an the students’ mastery of
noun clauses, in her thesis “to help the students more interested and understand
easily, the writer uses the teaching strategy by making use of English songs”. In
her thesis, after she research in the school she was analyzed there is any positive
and significant effect of English songs on the students’ mastery of noun clauses.
The calculation by using t-observed (to), it is known that the value of t-
observed (to) is 16,67. If it is consulted to the critical value of t-table with
significant 5% and the degree of freedom 28, the t-table is 2,05. This means that
the null hypothesis (HO) stated by the writer in chapter one is accepted because
the value of “t-observed” (16,67) is higher than the value of “t-table” (2,05). In
other words there is positive and significant effect of English songs on the
students’ mastery of noun clause (in abstract Novita,2010).
But I think with used this media so the students just knew about noun clauses
in the songs and many songs did not grammatical, it is make the difficult to find
out noun clauses.
Ulpah (2010), studied The correlation between grammar translation method
and the students’ achievement in learning simple present tense in her thesis
“teaching simple present tense is the problem to the students because many
students still mistakes in making sentences, and many students are less interested
in English as a school subject” (in abstract Ulpah, 2010). In her research, she used
(GTM) or Grammar Translation Method. I think if the teacher teach with this
method, can make the students more misunderstanding because the “students
would become more familiar with the grammar of their native language”
(Larsen,2000:11).
After the data have been analyzed, the writer concludes that the students’
interest in learning English, especially in learning simple present tense are
categorized by “very high correlation” (0,84). It means the students’ ability in
present tense can strongly be influenced by their ability in understanding the
English reading test. (in abstract Ulpah,2010).
I think if the teacher use this method when teaching reading, usually,  the
students translate that reading well. The rules of GTM are very traditional “the
teacher is the authority in the class room, the students do as says”. (Larsen,
2000:10). So the students just follow the teacher said it make the vocabulary of
students do not develop. I think if the teaching of grammar especially tenses, the
teacher should use the tenses visualization of diagram because with this media can
help the students more understanding. This media can be inform of picture, time
symbols for explaining time and by seeing of this media the students
understanding what is simple present tense and when they use  simple past tense.
Now many students are afraid of studying grammar because  they feel
grammar is confusing and boring before studying this subject they have opinion
about grammar is difficult to understand, grammar is confusing and they afraid if
theirs brain can not accept the lesson of grammar and other opinions come up
about grammar of the students. According to Yunita Puspitasari (2011:173), “Most
of the students are afraid of the subject, they think that learning English mean
facing numerous language rules and patterns”. I think what are they afraid if they
have not tried studying it yet?, if they have not tried studying grammar yet so they
can not understand it. Students should waste afraid of this opinion, the teacher
should making the teaching fun, and enjoyable the students if study grammar
especially simple past tense.
According to Priajana (2009:63) “Grammar is sometimes defined as the way
words are put together to make correct sentences”. I agree with Priajana
statements, but grammar does not only put together the words to make correct
sentences but to analyze text. With studying grammar we can know the right
tenses so, our translation is good. O’Grady and Dobrovolsky, (1992:4) also think
that grammar can help in translation.
According to Condro Nur Alim (2009:163) “Tense is considered as one of the
difficult parts of English lesson by most of young learners”. The problems in
tenses do not only exist in Elementary school students, but in the University too.
Many students do not know the relationship when we get difficulties to use and
understand tenses especially in simple past, past continues, and past perfect
continues.
The common problems of English language structure have to be overcome by
all students, and the difficulties they find are similar in all parts of the world.
States that  “regional differences can always be dealt with by the teacher, who
should be aware of the particular problems of his students”(Alim:163,in Bambang
Yudhi cahyono).  The factor is not only from the students who make many
students difficult to understand of grammar especially to understand tenses, but
also the factor comes from the teacher. If the teaching is boring so it is will make
the students just study but they don not understand, because the teacher do not
communicative with the students and the teaching do not used media as helped the
teacher. “All students want to speak, write, and read the normal accepted English
of today” (Priajana:67, in  Bambang Yudhi Cahyono), and the students do not
understand of grammar because they felt study grammar such as study
mathematics, physics, which there is the formula.   especially in simple past tense,
and past continues tense.
From previous studies, methods (Khotimah,2005), (Ulpah,2010), and Media
(Novita,2010). Their methods of teaching can accepted to their students but if the
teaching only used methods so, the achievement did not perfect. Beside that if the
used method did not suitable so the achievement is failed and then used media
with songs for improvement in noun clauses it is good, but the students only knew
the noun clauses in songs. So the knowledge to improvement of noun clauses only
in many songs are not grammatical it is difficult to find out the noun clause.
From these problem the writer will be give the solution for creative teaching
grammar, as we know the grammar is difficult to understand for students, so the
teacher need to build up creative teaching grammar. Not only the suitable of used
method beside that the teacher need media for support the teaching and good
achievement, in the grammar especially in tenses many formula it make the
students confused. So the solution are the tenses visualization diagram and the
tenses formula. Because media of the tenses visualization diagram is “to make the
learning teaching process easier, then the students acceptance process easier, faster
and kept in their mind longer” (Antoni,2003). And the tenses formula is the mixed
the formula. In order to the writer will be know how far the students improvement
in simple past and past continues with using tenses visualization diagram and the
tenses formula of the second year students at MTs NU ASTANAJAPURA.
B. The Identification of The Problem
The problem in this research is classified into the following section:
1. The Field of The Research
The field of the research of this thesis is grammar especially in simple past and
past continuous.
2. The Kinds of The Problem
The kind of problem from this thesis are the students do not understand about
grammar, simple past tense and past continuous tense.
3. The Main of Problem
The main problem of this thesis is in this year students are afraid study
grammar because they feel grammar is boring and difficult to understand
according to Yunita Puspitasari (2011:173) she said “most of the students are
afraid of the subject, they think that learning English mean facing numerous
language rules and patterns”.
C. The Limitation of The Problem
The writer has divided it into three kinds of problem, they are students
improvement in simple past and past continuous with using tenses visualization
diagram, the students improvement in simple past with using the tenses, and
analyzing the data.
D. The Questions of The Research
1. How far is the students improvement in simple past and past continuous with
using tenses visualization diagram?
2. How far is the students improvement in simple past and past continuous with
using the tenses?
3. Is there any positive and significant comparison between the students
improvement in simple past and past continuous with using tenses visualization
diagram and the tenses?
E. The Aims of The Research
The aims of the research that will be obtained are as follows:
1. To find out the data of students improvement in simple past and past continuous
with using tenses visualization diagram.
2. To find out the data of students improvement in simple past and past continuous
with using the tenses.
3. To know if there is any positive and significant comparison between the
students improvement in simple past and past continuous with using tenses
visualization diagram and the tenses.
F. The Use of The Research
The writer product hoped to be able to increase developing of grammar, the
writer hoped with this thesis the students did not hate to study of grammar,
understanding in grammar especially in simple past and past continuous.
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